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In accordance with the MTA’sFleet ManagementPlan, Contract No. P2000 includes
cars for both the Metro Green Line (MGL) and the Long Beach Metro Blue Line
(MBL).Specifications for the cars did not, however, identify the required on-board
Automatic Train Protection (ATP) or Automatic Train Control (ATC) systems.
ATCsystems were defined and procured under the Hl l00 Contract for the cars
destined for MGL.No system was identified for the remaining cars.
This memodocuments the plan for providing the required ATPsystems for the cars
destined for the MBLand provides background for the issue.
BACKGROUND
Currently, there are 52 Los Angeles Standard Light Rail cars on order from Siemens
Duewag under Contract No. P2000.
A necessary element of the vehicle operation is an ATCor an ATPsignal system.
This system consists of equipment on-board the vehicle which communicates with
wayside signal control equipment to monitor speed and various safety functions.
Originally, 36 of the 52 cars were allotted to the Metro Green Line, and the on-board
ATCsignal systems for the 36 cars are being provided by US&Sas part of the total
MGLsignal control system which includes both on-board and wayside equipment.
US&Sis the ATCContractor for the MGLunder Contract No. H1100.
However, no such effort is occurring for the remaining cars. When the P2000
specification was originally written in 1992, the non-MGL
cars were destined for the
Pasadena Metro Blue Line (PBL). At that time, however, the PBL signal control

system was not yet def’med and no contractor was selected for the train control systems.
Therefore, the requirements for the related on-board ATPequipmentcould not be identified, and
as a consequence, that equipmentcould not be part of the P2000specification until the PBL
system was well-defined and a signal contractor wason-board.
On June 25, 1997, a Rail RevenueFleet ManagementPlan was adopted by the Board. This new
plan revises the previous plans by allocating 28 of 52 cars to the MGL(instead of 36) and
allocates the remaining 24 cars to the LongBeach Metro Blue Line. Recently however, as part
of the demobilization plan, staff has determined that only 19 cars wouldbe required for the
MGL,15 cars would be needed for the MBL,and 18 cars are considered as excess cars
(assumingthe Pasadenaproject is not constructed).
Based on the above numbers, MTAmust now procure at least 15 Carborne packages (33 if
Carbornepackages for the 18 excess cars are also to be procured). In order to assure that the
ATPsystems can be procured and incorporated into the remaining cars destined for the MBL
with a minimumdelay, the following approach is recommended:
Issue a change order to the P2000contract to provide the on-board ATPsystems
for 15 cars plus spares. As part of the P2000contract, Siemens’scope already
includes part of the controls required for the on-board ATPequipment,such as:
switches, indicators, and wiring harness. It is logical to require Siemens, the
vehicle contractor, to procure and integrate the rest of the ATPsystems in the
vehicles. Suchsystems will also have to meet all other requirementsof the P2000
contract (warranty, maintenance,reliability, etc.). Consequently,Siemenswould
then be solely responsible for the on-board signal systems and related technical
and schedule interfaces with vehicle production. It should be noted that the
existing 54 MBLand 15 MGL
start-up vehicles’ ATPsystems were also supplied
by the vehicle contractor, Sumitomo.
A RoughOrder Magnitude (ROM)cost of approximately $5,121,000.00 has been
proposed by Siemensfor 18 systems (15+3 spares). In order to assure as much
price competition as possible, Siemenswouldbe instructed to competethe various
componentswhich makeup the ATPsystems and provide appropriate back-up for
substantiation whenthey submit a formal ATPcost proposal. The ATPsystems
wouldthen be negotiated and addedto the P2000contract via a changeorder.
In order to implementthe above recommendation,it is necessary to prepare the
technical specification for the on-board ATPsystems. Currently, staff is
preparing the specification in-house. In addition, the manufacturing and
installation of the ATPsystems would have to be administered. Currently, LTK
Engineering is responsible for administering the P2000Contract under Contract
No. E0350at a total contract price of $11,431,141.It is logical to issue a change
order to LTK’s scope to incorporate administration of the ATPon-board
equipmentproduction and integration into the vehicles by Siemens. Preliminary
discussions indicate that the added administration costs should not exceed
$350,000.

The costs for these CarborneATPsystems were part of the original Pasadenatotal
ATPsystem (Carborne and Wayside Equipment) budget. However, in 1994, the
costs were removed(Trended) from the Pasadena budget during a cost-savings
exercise. The main assumption was that the Carborne ATPsystems would be
included in the P2000contract, whichhad just been issued, whenin fact they were
not.
Prior to demobilization of the Pasadena Line, it was assumed that because
delivery of the P2000 cars to the MBLwould free up existing MBLcars which
wouldthen be transferred to the PasadenaLine, the PasadenaLine should absorb
the costs for 24 Carborne ATPsystems. However, now because of Pasadena
demobilization, MTAmanagementneeds to determine the source of funding for
the 15 required ATPSystems.
Uponidentification of the source of funding, Staff plans to proceed under the above scenarios
and issue directives to obtain formal proposals from LTKfor the administration and from
Siemensfor the ATPsystems, and then proceed with negotiations.
Final changeorders for the above wouldbe submitted to the Board for approval on an individual
basis as they are negotiated.
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